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Educational Horizons Foundation, Inc. Celebrates Fifteen Years!
Push to One Million in Assets
The Foundation’s mission to enhance educational
opportunities for the Two Rivers Public School
District has truly been embraced. Thousands of hours
donated by volunteers and generous contributions
from supporters have helped grow the Foundation
market value assets to $890,428.48.
There is little debate about the value of education.
Likewise, there is little dispute about the escalating
costs of obtaining that education. Furthermore,
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In celebration of fifteen years of incorporation, the
Foundation Board is asking supporters to help grow the
assets. No contribution in the past was too small and any
contribution in the future will help the mission to spread
opportunities. Please consider a donation today and
“Thank You” in advance for your support!

1970 Alumni Respond
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educational enhancements frequently become the victim
of budgetary constraints.

The first group of graduates to respond to the
Foundation’s appeal to “spread the word” was the
class of 1970. The Foundation asked graduates to:

The graduates collected $200 at their class reunion
this past summer and donated toward a scholarship
through the Foundation. Thanks Class of 1970!

“Become a class representative for the Foundation
to help spread the word to all graduates from Two
Rivers. Drop us a line if you'd like to help your
classmates stay connected to the school.”

Learn more about the Foundation and how you can
help support its mission, by visiting the website at
www.trschools.k12.wi.us/alumni

Scholarship Recipient- Kris Schleis
As I sit here and type these words,
I find myself thinking about the
past and what has gotten me to the
future that I live in. The small
fishing community on the lakeshore
that I inhabited until recently is so
far away but the memories are a
mere thought away. Memories of
the football clashes wearing the
purple and gold, sprinting down the
home stretch at the track, and
walking downtown during Ethnic
Fest will never be far from
recollection. And though I will
miss Two Rivers, my new home at
the University of Wisconsin
Whitewater has become a warm
and receptive place to be. I would
like to thank the Educational
Horizons Foundation for awarding
me with the Warren Otto
scholarship, and for helping me to
start toward my dreams.

Currently, I am working on my
general education courses which I
must complete before being
allowed to start in my intended
major, Accounting. Once I have
completed the specified general
education courses and complete a
specified amount of community
service, I will begin to take my
accounting courses. I have also
been
highly
involved
with

Whitewater’s Phi Beta Lambda
chapter, better known as the college
version of FBLA. I recently had the
opportunity to travel to Fort
Atkinson to share my experiences
about FBLA and to share how it
compares to PBL. I am also
working hard to maintain my
position on the Warhawk Track and
Field team.
Coming to Whitewater was an eye
opening experience for me.
Coming from a town where
everybody knows you and you
know them, it was good to get a
new perspective. I have met so
many new people and have seen so
many new and exciting things.
About the only thing that is new
but not exciting is doing laundry by
myself. Who would have thought
that a shirt could shrink so much?

Coming Soon – A Special Event!
In conjunction with the “Push to One Million” campaign – plan to participate; don’t miss out on this opportunity to support the
Foundation mission! Watch for it!

Did You Know?
 $32,050 in scholarships was awarded to 33 graduates of the Two Rivers High School in 2005 to assist them in furthering their
education!

 $3,000 in grants was made to Two Rivers Public Schools this past school year for programs and equipment that otherwise






wouldn’t have been possible!
Gifts totaling $20,000 from a family or organization will support a $1,000-a-year student scholarship!
Gifts totaling $80,000 from a family or organization will support a $1,000-a-year, four-year scholarship!
Assets have grown to over $890,000 since the Foundation was incorporated in 1990!
Educational Horizons Foundation is a non-profit, tax exempt 501(c)(3) organization, and donations are tax deductible to the
extent allowable by law!
Members of the Board of Directors for the Educational Horizons Foundation, Inc. are all volunteers. Annual expenses are
less than one percent of assets!

Mission Statement
The Educational Horizons Foundation, Inc., is a nonprofit tax-exempt organization formed to receive, hold, and disburse funds. The
Foundation and the District are separate, independent entities. The Board of Education of the District is elected by the citizens and is
responsible for maintaining educational standards and for establishing policies and programs in keeping with the requirements of the
law and desires of the community. The Foundation Board is responsible for raising, managing, and distributing Foundation funds to be
used for supplemental programs.

Learn More About Us!
Learn more about the Foundation and how you can help support its mission. Visit our website at www.trschools.k12.wi.us/alumni.
Share your thoughts and concerns. Send e-mail to ehorizon@trschools.k12.wi.us. Send your correspondence to P.O. BOX 84, Two
Rivers, WI 54241. Call a past or present Board member. Submit a contribution to help grow resources to support supplemental
programs in the Two Rivers Public School District.

Recognition Levels

Place a check mark in one or more boxes below and send to:
EDUCATIONAL HORIZONS FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. BOX 84, TWO RIVERS, WI 54241



I am interested in more information about the Foundation.



My contribution for enrichment funds is enclosed in the amount of $_______



I am interested in making a contribution to the Foundation,
for a scholarship in my name.



I am interested in including the Foundation in my will.

Friends of Education

up to $99

Patrons of Education

$100-$499

Leaders of Education

$500-$999

Horizon Leader

$1,000-$4,999

Foundation Star

Over $5,000

Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City, State & Zip _________________________________________________
Telephone _______________________________________________________
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